
SPECTACULAR
SETTINGS TO

SAY ‘I DO’

S A A D I Y A T ,  A B U  D H A B I .



Picture an exquisite private island, a magical paradise that 
showcases mesmeric, satsuma sunsets and sugar-white 
sandy beaches, where dolphins frolic happily in tranquil 
turquoise waters, and supremely-luxurious villas are 
closed-off havens of serenity and style.

This dream-like wedding destination is Nurai Island.

A DREAM-LIKE
WEDDING 
DESTINATION
LIKE NO OTHER
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Choose a space to captivate and compel. Whether you choose to 
tie-the-knot taking in the ocean air, barefoot on the beach; 
surrounded by lush greenery in a landscaped garden or in an 
architecturally-inspired, airy light Estate Villa, our dedicated team of 
experts ensure that the beautiful memories made on your day are as 
magical as the setting.

Let your love sing as the turquoise sea meets the sand.

AN ISLAND 
OF EXCEPTION



Just a 12-minute boat ride from Abu Dhabi, 
discover secluded serenity by the shore, 
express endless love beside beach flames or 
impress your entourage with an unprecedented 
palm-fringed party. 

Select between our diverse and divine wedding 
spaces to charm every taste and agenda.

Take in the ocean air, barefoot on the rolling 
beach and tie-the-knot in the sublime privacy 
of your own, architecturally-inspired Estate 
Villa. Dance to the beat of your own drum with 
a showstopping wedding party amid Smokin’ 
Pineapple’s electric alfresco atmosphere. 

Transform one of our gorgeous gourmet 
restaurants or insatiable alfresco bars into 
your beautiful, bespoke setting. Our dynamic 
team of dedicated Experience Experts will 
uncover a magical space to uplift your 
most-treasured moment.

Nurai Island is a destination where love fills the 
air and dreams are redefined.
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The island is set to turn every 
moment into a memory for a lifetime.

A WEDDING
OVER THE
WATER
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AN ESCAPE FOR
THE CHOSEN FEW.
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VILLAS

A palatial space to fit the prerequisites of 
royals, it’s time to escape the ordinary. Our 
expansive Estate Villas are custom designed 
with romance in mind. Gaze out from the 
soaring glass windows of your architecturally 
inspired abode onto a private playground for 
the grandest of wedding parties. Let sweeping 
stretches of sand curve your own shoreline 
while private infinity pools and dedicated butler 
service set the standard for an unforgettable 
indoor or outdoor affair.

T H E ESTAT E V I L L AS

Chic, secluded and aesthetically elegant spaces 
ideal for an intimate wedding and unmatched by 
the imagination. Set on top of the sea, choose 
from the endless ocean views of a rooftop 
ceremony or take to the generous outdoor 
decking that boasts Nurai’s breathtaking 
natural vistas and lush green flora.

T H E WAT E R V I L L AS
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CULINARY MASTERPIECES.
SENSATIONAL SURROUNDINGS
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An astounding setting proposing boho-chic charm 
for the avant garde bride. From day-to-dusk, this is 
where the free-spirited come toplay out their 
hedonistic fantasies.

S M O K I N’ P I N E A P P L E

Sit close beneath the stars, dine as the waves draw in or transform the 
aesthetically inspired interior into your dance floor. It’s your diverse destination 
proposing delightfully elegant ambience both indoors and outdoors.

F R A N G I PA N I

Add soul to your ceremony as 
your guests behold a truly 
mesmerising sunset view. As the 
sun meets the sea individuals 
unite in this kaleidoscopic and 
playful Mexican-enthused setting.

D U S K

RESTAURANTS



Banquet by the beach or play host to your guestlist 
poolside as sunkissed skin is caressed by the ocean 
breeze. It’s the epitome of laidback luxury.

G I N G E R M E R M A I D

A truly astounding alfresco setting 
punctuated with divine driftwood
detailing. Let the colours of the ocean 
become your big day backdrop.

H O O K E D
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LET YOUR SOUL
SING BY THE SEA.



BEACHES

If it’s a bespoke wedding on the shore you’ve 
been dreaming of, Nurai Island offers 
breathtakingly beautiful beaches for exclusive
private hire. Secluded and serene, say ‘I do’ 
standing on the soft white sand as you hear 
palm trees swaying in the sea breeze and the
gentle lapping of ocean waves in the 
background.
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Nurai Island is your breathtaking blank canvas. Craft an exquisite island 
space into your divine and detailed dream. We know that it’s the definitive 
details and a personalised approach that form exceptional memories. 

The Island’s Experience Experts, known for their unprecedented passion 
and eye for perfection, are on hand to work with your wedding planner from 
the very first moment of contact right up until the last member of the 
wedding party waves farewell.
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Paint your picture-perfect day.

LET YOUR IMAGINATION
LEAD THE WAY
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A venerable treat for the taste buds, Nurai Island’s eclectic eateries can 
custom-design multi-course menus specifically to the tastes of your wedding party. 
Select your dream setting and reawaken your culinary fantasies. Our artisanal 
offerings know no bounds. 

Journey across the continents with rustic-chic Frangipani’s Internationally-inspired 
fare. Savour the ocean’s freshest offerings with Levantine-infusion at Hooked. Satiate 
exotic tastes with Dusk’s mouthwatering Mexican menu. Succumb to the charm of 
Smokin’ Pineapple’s perfectly formed lite bites. Then seamlessly sip on exquisite 
sunset cocktails at one of the Island’s chic and atmospheric beachside bars.

Surprise and delight guests with elaborate delicacies,
prepared to their desires.

AN ARTISANAL
AFFAIR
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Some stories of surreal experiences last a lifetime. Behind each dream wedding is our team, 
dedicated to realising your vision. 

Consider your most decadent and obscure notions no trouble at all for our Experience Planners, 
sophisticatedly skilled butlers, and masterful gourmet chefs who’ve worked with vast, visually 
stunning royal weddings, chic closed-off celebrity ceremonies and the most intimate beach 
elopements. It’s your chance to become the architect of your  ultimate wedding and our team is here 
to create your story.

Unwavering attention to detail and bespoke
services for your big day.

ESPECIALLY
YOURS
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It’s the one day you need to look and feel fabulous. Thankfully wellness is our world at Nurai Island 
and your body is our temple. Treat your bridal party to an exceptional beauty overhaul or
simply take a moment and slide away for a sensual massage. 

Step into the sanctuary of Nurai Spa, recharge your batteries and reawaken your body ahead of the 
big day. Navigate seamlessly between our selection of carefully curated services and treatments that 
translate ancient techniques into contemporary practices.Restore serenity and prepare to dazzle.

ESCAPE
AND SHINE
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Nurai Island houses a space to suit every age and expectation. Select between 
our 65  resort villas, discreetly positioned along the sweeping bays of the island. 

Each private villa offers a unique vista, private pool and a premium beach-front 
location that’s a tribute to barefoot luxury. Your wedding guests can also enjoy 
modern-day comforts with the latest in-room amenities, in-villa dining and 
dedicated butler service.Invite your entourage & inner-circle to an island

destination that’s all about them.

UNCHARTED
ISLAND DREAMS
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Ideal for couples, one-bedroom Beach Villas
are designed to blend into the landscape,
reflecting the surrounding beauty of the natural
environment.

FEATURES:
- Villa size: 250 m2
- Loft style living room
- Gourmet minibar & Bose speakers
- Freestanding bathtub with sea view
- Walk-in rainfall shower & outdoor shower
- Outdoor lounge with private dining
- Access to the Beach Villa private beach
- Option of king sized beds or twin beds
- 1 pool of 25m2

32 BEACH VILLAS

Ideal for families and couples, two-bedroom
Beach Houses feature an ample terrace with
dedicated pools for each bedroom along with
direct beach access. There are two types of
Beach Houses, one directly on the beach and
the other elevated with beautiful sea views.

FEATURES:
- Villa size: 250 m2
- Loft style living room
- Gourmet minibar & Bose speakers
- Freestanding bathtub with sea view
- Walk-in rainfall shower & outdoor shower
- Outdoor lounge with private dining
- Access to the Beach Villa private beach
- Option of king sized beds or twin beds
- 1 pool of 25m2

10  TWO BEACH HOUSES
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BEACH VILLA

BEACH HOUSE



Perfect for larger families looking for ultimate
comfort and luxury, each four-bedroom Water
Villa is a generous 10,000  square feet. The
turquoise ocean is your private backyard.

FEATURES:
- Villa size: 950 m2
- 5  bathrooms including oversized bathtubs
- Fully equipped gourmet kitchen & fridge
- Walk-in rainfall showers
- 48” TV in each room and Polk speakers
- Outdoor terrace, rooftop dining, BBQ area
- Infinity edge pool size 120m2
- Electronic safe

12  WATER VILLAS
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Ideal for families or larger groups, the 18,000-square foot, five - 
six-bedroom Estate Villas are tucked under sweeping grass
canopies, dotted around the island. Each includes its own private 
beach, undisturbed ocean views, private gardens, infinity
swimming pools, sunbathing patios, outdoor dining areas and 
alfresco showers.

11 ESTATE VILLAS
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FEATURES:
- Villa size: 1700 m2 
- 7  bathrooms including oversized bathtubs
- Fully equipped gourmet kitchen & fridge
- Walk-in rainfall showers
- 48” TV in each room, cinema room,  Polk speakers
- Outdoor terrace, private patio and sun deck
- Infinity edge pool size 90m2 and a private beach
- Private sauna and steam rooms
- Electronic safe



WATER VILLA
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ESTATE VILLA



At Nurai Island, your wedding day is more than special – it’s magical. 
Our bespoke packages are precisely put together with you in mind, 
sprinkled with the personal touches that set us apart from the rest.

Packaged experiences designed to
elevate your big day dreams.

IT’S TIME TO
TIE THE KNOT
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Fall madly in love all over again with an entire island dedicated entirely to your 
matrimony. This unprecedented compilation grants you complete exclusivity of the 
entire island. You will have access to 47 beachside retreats to host your loved ones 
over three days of magnificent celebrations. Our six restaurants are at your disposal, 
ready to create the perfect wedding dishes for you and your special guests.

The island’s beautiful beaches are yours to enjoy exclusively, providing a stunning 
seaside setting for an outdoor wedding, evening reception and day-after gourmet 
picnic. Our luxury spa can arrange customised relaxation and beauty treatments for 
the bridal party, while the groom and his best men can discover the Gulf’s ocean 
charm with an array of water sport activities.

PACKAGE:
Starting from AED 1.7M for 3 days, including villa rentals and minimum spend on Food 
and Beverage.

Terms and conditions apply.
For more details, please contact us on +971 2 5066222

EXCLUSIVE ISLAND HIRE OVER THREE DAYS

THE ULTIMATE
ISLAND WEDDING
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Invite your wedding party to celebrate the most important day of your life in a private 
Beach Estate, overlooking the tranquil ocean. Nurai Island’s luxurious estates are an 
ideal location for a showstopping wedding, catering to up to 200 guests in a 
supremely spacious and naturally unique setting. The landscaped gardens and pool 
terrace are perfect for alfresco drinks, canapes and a sit-down banquet. Our 
dedicated team will take care of every detail so that you don’t have to.

PACKAGE:
Minimum spend of AED 85,000 for a day and a night inclusive of complimentary
beach villa rental for the happy couple.

Terms and conditions apply.
For more details, please contact us on +971 2 5066222

THE EXCEPTIONAL
ISLAND DREAM
ONE DAY BEACH ESTATE WEDDING
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Cherish intimate moments with your loved one, family and friends at Zaya Nurai
Island. This flexible package is perfect for smaller wedding parties of up to 100
guests, looking to rent a private area in one of our restaurants or outdoor
venues. Our team will work to your exact requirements, ensuring your magical
day is perfection.

PACKAGE:
Starting from AED 65,000 for a day, including minimum spend on Food and
Beverage and a beach villa rental for the happy couple.

Terms and conditions apply.
For more details, please contact us on +971 2 5066222

THE BIG DAY
BEACH ESCAPE
PARTIAL VENUE HIRE OVER ONE DAY
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What sets Nurai Island apart from other resort destinations across the world is its
strategic location and easy access. Here, you enjoy secluded island living, and yet
you’re just 10  minutes away from one of the world’s most dynamic capitals, Abu Dhabi,
and a mere 45  min drive from the global power center, Dubai.

To reach the island, visitors arrive at our Welcome Centre on Saadiyat Island, a 10-minute 
drive from downtown Abu Dhabi.

From there it’s a 10-minute speedboat ride. Departures are scheduled every hour on the 
half hour. Guests can make arrangements to arrive by private boat and there's also a 
helipad. It’s about a 90-minute drive from Dubai Airport.

AN UNRIVALED
LOCATION



Visit us
GPS:24° 36.880′, 54° 28.567'

Call
+971  2  617  2222

E-mail
info@nurai.com

Website
nuraiisland.com

Instagram
@nurai_island


